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Bermuda Pattern Lamp

Lamp, magazine, Bermuda pattern To burn
candles; to light in three directions.
The BERMUDA  pattern lantern is similar to the
Lamp. magazine, partition, but has glass on three
sides instead of two. English Heritage have already
fabricated  similar lanterns and examples of them
can be seen in the basement magazine of Hurst
Castle, although they are not the type most suited to
the position they occupy.   

The List of Changes for 1888 explains the origin of
the name and describes the Bermuda pattern lantern
thus :-

5617 - Lamp, magazine, Bermuda Pattern
10th. November 1888 to burn candles to light in
three directions.
A pattern of this lamp has been sealed to govern
special supplies for Bermuda.
It is similar to the magazine lamp (§2573, §3857),
except that the front has been glazed, in addition to
the sides, to light in three directions, and the smoke
cap has been made an inch higher.

The list of changes for 16th. June 1896 details
alterations to the Bermuda Pattern lamp thus :-

8426 Lamps. magazine, Bermuda Pattern (Mark
III) to burn candles; to light in three directions
Patterns of the above-mentioned magazine lamps
have been sealed to govern future manufacture and
alteration of existing store. They differ from the
previous pattern in §7252, in the following
particulars.
The brass movable candle sockets have been
replaced by tin open sockets, supported in the
different lamps as follows :-
In the Bermuda, partition and wall lamp, the socket
is fixed to a movable tray, which fits into the bottom
of the lamp.

Sockets with false bottoms for the Bermuda,
partition, and wall lamps.... will be supplied from
Woolwich on demand. The alterations in the
ventilation of lamps in use and in store will be
carried out locally.

Extant lamps
One can be found in the N.A.M. collection (no.
40424-40425 with tray 40434) originating from
Didcot
Q.A.D.
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